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May 20, 2017

Dear Dr. Dafne Solera and The BMC Cancer Editorial Office:

We are pleased to submit our revised manuscript (A Comprehensive Overview on the Surgical Management of Secondary Lymphedema of the Upper and Lower Extremities related to Prior Oncologic Therapies), as based upon the comments of Reviewer #1 and Reviewer #2.

Reviewer #1 Comments: “a well written comprehensive review paper. Perhaps authors can add a section on future of lymphatic surgery”.

Author Response to Reviewer #1: Thank you for your positive review and for you helpful suggestion. As suggested by Reviewer #1, we have added a sub-section, entitled “Future direction of lymphatic surgery”, at the end of the “Current research and the future of secondary lymphedema management” section of the Review Paper. We are hopeful that this will be appropriate to address the suggestion given by Reviewer #1.

Reviewer #2 Comments: “This is an excellent comprehensive and balanced review”.

Author Response to Reviewer #2: Thank you for your positive review.
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